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CON01JSION

The construction project is an organisation where the different contributors should be
allowed, encouraged and motivated to innovate and create new ideas and solutions.
Management should intervene by an effective coordination, restructuring and management
of the interfaces between the different units. Improving relationships between the different
parties either through the establishment and the maintenance of effective communication,
formal or infonnal, or by developing the skills for managing and coping with conflict
through training and regular meeting/workshops. Such intervention would contribute to
the creation of trust which is essential for cooperative relationships.
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TOWARDS EFFECTNE CLIEJ\T PROCUREMENT: ASSESSING
CONTRACTOR RISK WITH FINANCIAL RATIOS
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Abstract
E,·2luation of the contractor by client organisations forms a very crucial part of the
client's procurement strategy for construction services. Current prartice in
undertaking such an evaluation often employs factors that are directly project-related.
�lore important in this regard is the overriding influence of the :ender price as a
triterion for contractor selection. In the prevailing business climate within
toostruction, the need for such an evaluation to take on board the susceptibility of the
tontractor's whole organisation to financial insolvency is apparent. This should allow
for a clear awareness of the risk of engaging the services of a particular contractor by
the client. The paper reviews various financial measures and tools that have been
de\'eloped, or found application in the risk evaluation of enterprises. It puts forward a
tise for the incorporation of some of these tools in assessing the overall risk
associated with the client's en:i;agement of the services of a particular contractor.
Keywords procurement, contractor. client. ratio models, insolvency
1:,-TRODUCTION
Construction procurement in a very broad sense encompasses the variety of activities needed
to acquire the design, management and installation of required inputs to ensure the complete
delivery of construction projects for clients (Yates, 1991; Franks 1990). The fragmented
responsibility for the design and the implementation of the designs, combines v.ith the
uniqueness of construction projects to create an industry environment where the choice of a
system for procurement is diverse and often complex. A fundamental activity involved in
this complex process is the selection of appropriate contractors to implement the project.
This may occur at the early stages of the project or after the project is advanced appreciably,
dependin g on the procurement system adopted. It is essential that the client's decision
regarding the selection of contractor is done on a ger-ir-right-rhe-.ftrst-time basis. The impact
of getting this activity wrong for procuring construction can range from a litigious climate for
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